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ࡧ߽ࢆѣ࣬ࡿ߳ ˯ࢺ࣌ב1%*# בۉ५࢝ʺ
̔̚ˮୋ࣌ࢺ˔ߝʮԁғ ,CP'IGNCPF ࡿ
˯έࢄ࢟ࢄ࣬˔ଛऌৗࢼળлଛۭה

ࠝЖΤࢷࠆ˃ۿʎ˲߾۰փָࢇۘࢂیԆҚࢇٗࢪࡪ̀ࢉջࡳԻ˲
ΰ߾۰ ࠝԐ ख˕ Ҵࡶ ҿΟ ݡ ˈۑТЬ Ӗଞ Ѱࢊଞ ܹ ӖЕ ̐ ࢇۘࢂ یԆҚࢇ
ࠉࢢଥΟیୣ̛؆ݤ۶ࢂ߶یʼ˕Իۑы˒߾۰ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ଜʯѸ߹ݡТЬ
ˈଯ˕ ۢ˃ձ ߭श ܹ ߷ࢇ ҟएˈ ҿ ˲ΰࢇࢢ߾˃ۿ ࢷ ࡵ۰ ˈ Ѧ࠹ݤѹ
ܹքࡵیۘٸ߾۰Ѧ࣯ԻɼࢠҟଞݤѸˈ؏ѹیԆҚТЬ
ଔ ߅ .RIL $QQDQ  ࡪࠀ הیদࢠࢇ ̗߯ଞ  ࠪʋࢇ ě˲ΰ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯Е Ѱݤоࢂ
ɼࢠ৲ЬԄ̑ٸТЬ˲ΰࢇࢢࢉࡵզࣸɼࢠীߟଞखЯТЬĜ
ҬԂ۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ  ؿ ࢂएࡕ ଗࡁ QHHGV ߾ оࡻଜЕ ʨࡵ ࠝЖΤ ࢉզ ˓Ѱࢂ
࣯ࡁ˕ࢿࣸଜΟТЬ
قएটશ߾оଞ۰߾ח۰ˈ 㮽 ۿծएࡉࢇ߾ٸԂए֬Ք 6HUJLR9LHLUDGH0HOOR 
Е˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯ۘଢ଼߾оࡻଜ̛ࡢଞࡪࠀݛݤ੬ࢂࠇԛʈձʈ࣏ବݡТЬ
̝̗˱࣏ࢽ˗ࡳԻ۰ ࢵ Ӗଞ ˲ΰࢇࢢҚࢂ ˊˁ߾ оଞ ˲ࢿ ࢉˈ ࡶݥীଜˈ
˲ΰࢇࢢҚࢂ ˈ߾ шࡊ ୪˕ࢶࢉ ̛˗ ɾ оࡻ ֩৲Тऋࡶ ୃݨଜЕ ʨࡶ ࢵࢂ
ফࡉ۴˕ࢿԻݡ࠱߅۔ТЬ
Ԅ ݛݤѓ )UDQFLV 'HQJ   ࢂیएࡕࡳԻ ʎ؈ѹ ˲ΰ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾ ˗ଞ एࡵ
˲ΰࢇࢢࢂएࡕ˕ؿଗࡁ߾оଞߕҖؿ৲ֻࠪݤТਫ਼ր˃ձࢿ˓ଞЬЕࢺ߾۰
ࡉࣸࡁଞѦ˱ТЬ
ࢇ ॺձ ܕʎଜʯ Ѹ߭ ࡉ ̛ڿʯ ۢɽଜֲ ࢇ ॺɼ ֻҘ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ
הݨҚ߾ʯݨओࢶࢉѦࡏࢇѺʨࢇԂݡТЬ

ϗࡖ
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˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ଞए

Foreword to the second edition of the Guiding Principles
by Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and
Emergency Relief Coordinator Mr. Jan Egeland

Today, over twenty five million people, in some fifty countries around the world, have been
uprooted within their country by conflicts and human rights violations. An equal number or
more are displaced as a result of natural disasters or infrastructural projects.
Forced to abandon their homes and livelihoods, the internally displaced are often the most
forgotten and neglected people in the many forgotten and neglected emergencies around the
world.
As Secretary-General Kofi Annan has noted, ‘internal displacement is the great tragedy of our
times. The internally displaced people are among the most vulnerable of the human family.’
Responding to the protection and assistance needs of the internally displaced is therefore one
of the key challenges of the humanitarian community today.
In the foreword to the first edition of the Guiding Principles, the late Sergio Vieira de Mello
committed to enhancing the capacity of the United Nations system to respond to situations of
internal displacement.
As Emergency Relief Coordinator, I have also made promoting a stronger global awareness to
the plight of internally displaced persons and ensuring a more effective inter-agency response
mechanism to their suffering my top priorities.
The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, developed under the aegis of Dr. Francis
Deng, are a critical tool in this regard, providing an advocacy and monitoring framework for
the assistance and protection needs of the internally displaced.
I am pleased to present this booklet and trust it will be of practical assistance to all
humanitarian practitioners.

September 2004
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۰ח

ѣࡿ̑
ࡧ߽ࢆѣ࣬ࡿ߳ ˯ࢺ࣌ב1%*# בۉ५࢝
ۼիऌࡆࢄٵӿऌ֩Ց 5GTIKQ8KGKTCFG/GNNQ ࡿ
˯έࢄ࢟ࢄ࣬˔ଛऌৗлଛۭה
ࢉѦࢶएࡕ৲ТફЕࢷࡳࢶ˃ۿԻփָࢇφЕ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯ࢂࡢ̛ۘଢ଼߾
оଥ ࢺࢺ ш ࢚ ࢉݥଜˈ ݡТЬ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ࡵࢎॺ ࢂؿ ɼࢠ ࡉ۴ࡳԻ ࣸߒ
ࢽٕࠪ ୃए к˲߾ ࡳΟ ˲ࢿیୣɼ ٗࢪ˕ ࡢ̛ ۘଢ଼߾۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ؿ ʈձ
ࡢଥ ߭ӊʯ ˓ଲଜЕ ʨࢇ ফ۴ࢊए ળ߆ଜЕ ʨѦ ࣸࡁଢТЬ Ӗଞ ࡉչЕ ؆Җݤ
˲ΰࢇࢢؿࢂձঠऑଟ؏ࡳݥԻࢉѦࢶएࡕࡶ˃ଥߞଢТЬ


ࡪࠀ ݛݤ੬ ΰ߾۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ,'3V ࢂ ଗࡁ߾ оଞ ୪˕ࢶࢇˈ ࢸࢶ̛ݤଞ оࡻࡶ
ʈଜ̛ ࡢଥ ࣸࡁଞ ࣏ɼ ীଥࣇ ࠱ݡТЬ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ̛˗ ɾ ۘࢎࡢࡕୣ ,$6& Е
ࢵձ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ѹ߾߇یоଥࡪࠀݛݤ੬ΰ߾۰૦৶૦ࢉઝԻ۰ࢂࠇଟࡶ
ଜѦԼ ॺࢎࡶ ֎ˀݡТЬ ࢇ ࢎהձ ࢇଭଡ߾ ߭ ࢵЕ ˲ΰ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ ۘଢ଼߾
оࡻଜˈ̛˗ࢂࢎॺطݨଞ࣏ࢽ˕ָଞ˱ٗٗ߾˗̛ࠒࡋଞएࡕࢿ˓ࡶ
ঠऑଜ̛ࡢଥࡪࠀࢷࢂࠇԛࡶʈଜЕіࢷϙଜˈݡТЬ


ࢇԜଞ֑ԃ߾۰ࢵЕ˲ΰࢇࢢжкࡪࠀהیদࢠઞطоࢂ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ଞ
ए؈ɾࡶࠒଢТЬ̛࣑ࢂ˲ࢿࢉѦ̀ࢉئࢽࡶࡳԻଞࢇएࡵ˲ࢿ
ࣱ̛ࡳԻ۰ ࢽٕࠪ ˲ࢿ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ  ʎ؈ ̛˗Қࢇ ˲ΰࢇࢢ߾ʯ एࡕ ؿ ձ
ࢿ˓ଡ߾̟߭࢝ࢇɼѺʨТЬ


,$6&Е  قएࡶ ࢷ૧ࢶࡳԻ एएଜֲ ୣࡕ ̛˗Қࢇ ࢇیୣࠪ ऐࡕҚ ઞ ୃࢠ
ऐࡕҚ˕˓ࡪଜࠆ˲ΰࢇࢢࡢࡶଞѰ߾ࢇएࢇࢶࡈѸѦԼࢠԮଥ࠱ݡТЬ
ࢵЕ ࢇ एࢇ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ࢂଗࡁ QHHGV ߾ оଞ ࢉ ࡶݥϩࢇˈ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ ৲Тફ
ΰ߾۰ࡕ࣏ձѰࡕଜˈୃࢠѰՎҚࢇ˲ΰࢇࢢؿࢂएࡕ ଗࡁձऐִବࡶҶ
ଥʼॺࡶॸѦԼѮЕі߭ࣸࡁଞࠇଟࡶଜչԂݡТЬӖଞଥкएࡵࢽٕɼ
ࢇࢢـ˕ࢷ߇߾չձࢿ˓ଜЕіѦࡏࢇѺʨТЬ
ࡉ ࢸݨଞ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ࢂएࡢࠪ ঈࡉ ʎ۴ࡶ ࢇՔ̛ ࡢଥ ࠆԜٗ ʎʎࢉࢇ ࢇ एࡶ
ɼМଞσչࢷળଜˈࢶࡈଜЕі̛࣯ނձஜଢТЬ
ϗࡖ
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IN MEMORIAM
Foreword to the Guiding Principles
by Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs
Mr. Sergio Vieira de Mello
The humanitarian community is increasingly aware of the crisis of internal displacement
which affects over 20 million people worldwide. While responsibility for the protection of
IDPs rests first and foremost with national governments and local authorities, it is important
for the international community to see how best it can contribute to enhancing the protection
of IDPs in conflict and crisis situations. We must also design humanitarian assistance in such a
way that it will promote the protection of IDPs.
Within the United Nations system, significant steps have been taken to enhance an effective
and timely response to the needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs). The Inter-Agency
Standing Committee (IASC) has entrusted me with the responsibility to act as Focal Point
within the UN system for issues relating to the internally displaced. In discharging this
mandate, I am committed to enhancing the capacity of the United Nations as a whole to
respond to situations of internal displacement as well as to promoting strong coordination and
a clearer division of institutional responsibilities and adequate support to operational agencies.
In this context, I welcome the issuance by the Secretary-General’s Special Representative on
IDPs of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. These Principles, which are based
upon existing international humanitarian law and human rights instruments, are to serve as an
international standard to guide governments as well as international humanitarian and
development agencies in providing assistance and protection to IDPs.
The IASC fully supports the Guiding Principles and has encouraged its members to share them
with their Executive Boards and with their staff, especially those in the field, in order to ensure
that the Principles are applied in their activities on behalf of internally displaced persons.
I believe that the Guiding Principles can play a significant role in raising awareness of the
needs of IDPs, mobilizing support within the humanitarian community and helping field
colleagues to find solutions when confronted with the protection and assistance needs of the
internally displaced. The Principles will also assist governments in providing for the security
and well-being of their displaced populations.
I hope that each of you will work to ensure the widest possible dissemination and application
of the Guiding Principles, in order to achieve the much needed improvement in the status and
treatment of internally displaced persons.
June 2001
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Ѧی

˯έࢄ࢟״гзࡧ߽בۉণ࢝છشл૯
ଋԁݘݡѐ (TCPEKU/&GPI ࡿѣࢌۉ
˲ࢿیୣЕ૧ԯࢶٗࢪদࢶࢉ̀ଥࡉ̛ʸࢶࢉیʢࡳԻˈଯࡶ߭श
ܹ߷ࢇҿΪएփ˲ࢂ˲قˁΰ߾֞יԜЕیԆҚࡶؿଥߞଜЕ̛ϙ߾߶˕ࢶٸ
ऐִଥ ݡТЬ ࢇҚࡵ ʠࢂ ତۘ ݪɽଞ ʼଙ ˈ  ८طԻ ˈ؇ݡТЬ ࢇԜଞ
ࢿחձ࢚ଥʼଜ̛ࡢଥ˲قΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ଞएࢇʎ؈Ѹ߹ݡТЬ
 قएࡵ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ࢂ ֻҘ Я˃߾۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ̀ ࢂչձ ָݤଜˈ ࢇҚࢂ ࠪؿ
˗ѹ ̀չձ ࢠؿଢТЬ Ӗଞ ଥк एࡵ ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇࢂࢎ ࡶѰࡳԻٕਫ਼ ؿଜˈ
ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ Ѱ߇߾ ࢇҚࢂ  ࠪؿएࡕ ̒ʠձ ࢿ˓ଜˈ ࢇҚࢂ ߇ࢷଞ ̆ ࢢࢽ९ 
ࢢଢ ݤࢿ ࡶࢠؿଢТЬ ٸԼ ଥк एࡵ ܖ˱ ࢶئԯࢇ Е ח۰Ի ɾ࣯ѸएЕ
߉ࡳΟ˲ࢿࢉ̀ࢉئѦ̐ئչˈࡪیଞࡶئ؆ࠒଜֲࢇࠪࢊ˗ѼТЬ
قएࡵϗࡪࠀࢉ̀ࡢࡕୣɼࢿʯٕࠆଞࢎ߾הҬԂܹϗ߾ʤঙʎ؈Ѹ߹ࡳֲ
ࡪࠀࢉ̀ࡢࡕୣࠪࡪࠀদୣ߾۰؈ࢂѹ८୯ࢂʼࢂ߇ҚࡶଥؿʈѸ߹ݡТЬঈࡸ߾
ࢵЕ ˲ΰ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ࢂ ࡕࢉ˕ ʼ˕ ˲ࢿ߾ۘئ۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ࢂएࡢ ୃ ࢿѦଜ߾۰
Ь՜ࣇߞଟ˲ΰࢇࢢࢂଗࡁ QHHGV ࢂ̐ࡢإչˈ˲ΰࢇࢢؿࢂएࡕଯۘࡶ
ࡢଞ؏˱ࠉࡶئଜѦԼࡁঐ؇ߑݡТЬ
ҬԂ۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ߾ʯ ଗࡁଞ ࢿ∙ࢶئѦࢶ ˃ձ ʎ؈ଜˈ ɽ ࡪࠀ ˲ɼоٕɼ
˲ΰࢇࢢࡶоݦଥࢽٕ˃˗̛Қ˕ࢂо߾ॳࠆଜѦԼଜЕʨࡵࢿࢎࢂה
࣯ѹ Ѱࢇ߹ݡТЬ ࢵЕ ˲ࢿ ئթ ࢷחɼય˕ ԯଜࠆ ˲ΰࢇࢢئࢿ˲ ࢇଜ߾۰
߲ցΟٗଞࡶࢠؿ؇Еएʦੵଜˈęٗࡸֻࢂإ̍ئ۱ &RPSLODWLRQDQG$QDO\VLV
RI /HJDO 1RUPV Ě (&1$GG ࡶ ষɾବݡТЬ ࢇ ࠉ˱ ʼ˕߾ Ҭծִ
ୃଭ˲ ࡵئΰࢇࢢࡢ ࡶଞ ۘкଞ ࢽ̍ ࡶࢠؿଜˈ एփ ୃଭ˲ ࢇئΰࢇࢢࢂ
  ؿएࡕࡶ ࡢଞ ٗଞ ̒ʠձ ࢿ˓ଜए ׃ଜЕ ࣯ࡁ ٗߞɼ Е ʨࡳԻ
ΟΪݡТЬҋࢇ߭ࡪࠀࢉ̀ࡢࡕୣࠪࡪࠀদୣЕࢿʯ˲ΰࢇࢢࡢࡶଞࢶࢸଞ̍إ
˃ձ ցଟ ʨࡶ ࡁঐବݡТЬ ࢇЕ ̛࣑ࢂ ̍ ࡶإш ָٗଜʯ ˈঙ ֻ ˈޱଞ
ٕٗࡶ ָ ଜˈ ٕ࣐ଞ ٕٗࡶ ॹࡋ ˲ΰ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾ ˗ଞ ए ট߇ ցࡳԻ
ࢇ߭࣌ݡТЬ
ϗ߾ ࢿɼ ࡪࠀࢉ̀ࡢࡕୣ߾ ˲ΰ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾ ˗ଞ एࡶ ࢿষଞ ࢇ୯
ࡪࠀࢉ̀ࡢࡕୣЕ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ଞए˕ࡪࠀהیদࢠࢂઞطоԻ۰ࢽٕ
˲ΰࢇࢢࢂଗࡁࠪ˗ѹࢎהձӻˈѰଜЕֻҘ˗˃Қ˕ࢂऑଭࣸࢉо߾ 
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Introductory Note
by the Representative of the Secretary-General
on Internally Displaced Persons
Mr. Francis M. Deng
The international community is confronted with the monumental task of ensuring protection
for persons forcibly uprooted from their homes by violent conflicts, gross violations of human
rights and other traumatic events, but who remain within the borders of their own countries.
Nearly always they suffer from severe deprivation, hardship and discrimination. It is to meet
this challenge that the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement were developed.
The Principles identify the rights and guarantees relevant to the protection of the internally
displaced in all phases of displacement. They provide protection against arbitrary
displacement, offer a basis for protection and assistance during displacement, and set forth
guarantees for safe return, resettlement and reintegration. Although they do not constitute a
binding instrument, these Principles reflect and are consistent with international human rights
and humanitarian law and analogous refugee law.
The Principles were developed over several years pursuant to the mandate given to me in 1992
by the Commission on Human Rights and reinforced by subsequent resolutions of both the
Commission and the General Assembly. Initially I was asked to study the causes and
consequences of internal displacement, the status of the internally displaced in international
law, the extent to which their needs are being addressed under current institutional
arrangements, and ways to improve protection and assistance for them.
Accordingly, developing needed legal and institutional frameworks for the internally displaced
and undertaking country missions to engage Governments and others in a dialogue on their
behalf have been the main activities of my mandate. In collaboration with a team of
international legal experts, I examined the extent to which internally displaced persons receive
adequate coverage under international law and produced a Compilation and Analysis of
Legal Norms (E/CN.4/1996/52/Add.2). The study found that while existing law provides
substantial coverage for the internally displaced, there are significant areas in which it fails to
provide an adequate basis for their protection and assistance. Subsequently, the Commission
and the General Assembly requested me to prepare an appropriate normative framework for
the internally displaced. This led to the drafting of the Guiding Principles which both restate
existing norms and seek to clarify grey areas and fill in the gaps.
After I presented the Guiding Principles to the Commission in 1998, the Commission adopted
a resolution taking note of the Guiding Principles and of my stated intention as the
Representative of the Secretary-General to use them in my ongoing dialogue with
Governments and all those whose mandates and activities relate to the needs of the internally
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ଥк एࡶ ࡈଜԮЕ ࢵࢂ ˓یࢂ ݥձ ॳˈଜࠆ ʼࢂ߇ࡶ ॹବݡТЬ
ࡪࠀࢉ̀ࡢࡕୣЕ Ӗଞ  قएࡶ ࠒବˈ ୣࡕ ̛˗Қࢇ ࢇیୣࠪ ऐࡕҚ ઞ ୃࢠ
ऐࡕҚ˕ ˓ࡪଜࠆ ˲ΰࢇࢢࡢ ࡶଞ Ѱ߾ ࢇ एࢇ ࢶࡈѸѦԼ ࢠԮଞ ࢉѦࢶ
एࡕ̛˗ɾۘࢎࡢࡕୣࢂʼࢽࡶॳˈଜࠑݡТЬ
˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ଞएࡵࢽ̛ٕ࣯˗הঐࢽٕɾ̛˱ ˱̛ٕࢽٸ1*2V ɼ
˲ΰࢇࢢ ࡶоۘࡳԻ ଞ Ѱࡶ ଜЕ і ߭ ʅएˈ ߇ ࢉࢶࡈݨΰ یତࡶ ࢿ˓ଟ
ʨТЬقएࢇσչࡪ૦Ѹˈୃࢠ߾۰ݨओࢶࡳԻࢶࡈѸ̛ձԇТЬ
ϗࡖ
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˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ଞए

displaced. The Commission also took note of the decision of the Inter-Agency Standing
Committee, which had welcomed the Principles and encouraged its members to share them
with their Executive Boards and staff, especially in the field, and to apply them in their
activities on behalf of the internally displaced.
The Guiding Principles should provide valuable practical guidance to Governments, other
competent authorities, intergovernmental organizations and NGOs in their work with
internally displaced persons. It is my hope that they will be widely circulated and given
practical application in the field.
June 2001
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˯έࢄ࢟ࢄ࣬˔ଛऌৗ
ۭԺࢳֹࠧآ



˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾˗ଞएࡵࢷ˲˃ۿΰࢇࢢࢂઞࢽଞଗࡁ QHHGV ߾оଥ

ЬՖЬ  قएࡵ ʈࢿ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ଜʯ ѹ یԆҚࢂ ̐ ؿչˈ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ Ѱ߇ ڸփ
߅ТԂ ̆ࢇΟ ࢢࢽ९ ࢢ ଢ ̛ɾ Ѱ߇ࢂ   ؿएࡕ˕ ˗ѹ ̀չࠪ ࡶࢠؿ
ָݤଞЬ


 قएࢂ ּࢶ ۘ߾۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ࡵઞ הԯٗࢪ ࢷ؆ࢶ ૧ԯ ۘଢ଼ ࢉ̀

ଥ ࠉࢢଥΟ ࢉࢢࢂ ʼ˕Ի ӖЕ ࢇձ ଔଜ̛ ࡢଥ ˈଯࢇΟ ࣯ۘए߾۰ ʈࢿԻ
ࡵٕҗࢇଜʯੌষଜʠΟҿیԆҚࢇΟखЯࡳԻ˲ࢿࢶࡳԻࢉࢽѹ˲ˁࡶφए
߉ࡵیԆҚࡶࢂଞЬ


 قएࡵ ˲ࢿࢉ̀ࢉࢿ˲  ئѦ ࡶئ؆ࠒଜˈ ࢇࠪ ࢊ˗ѹЬ ଥк एࡵ

Ьࡸ˕ʋࡵоۘ˕ۘଢ଼߾̟࢝ࢇձࢿ˓ଞЬ

 

D

˲ΰࢇࢢжкࡪࠀהیদࢠоɼ̐ࢎהձݨଭଟҶ

E

˲ɼɼ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯ۘଢ଼߾ऐִବࡶҶ

F

ֻҘ̛к˲खЯیԆҚࢂ˲ΰࢇࢢ߾˃˗ࢂ˕۰̐չˈ

G

ࢽٕɾ̛˱ࠪ˱̛ٕࢽٸɼ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ࣯ࢿחձЬҶ

قएࡵɼМଞσչࢷળѸˈࢶࡈѸ߭ߞଞЬ

ࢼ+ْĚࢇࡒ
ࡒ


˲ΰࢇࢢ ˲ ࡵΰࢂ Ьհ یԆҚ˕ Ѱࢊଜʯ ˲ࢿ˲  ئΰ ئଜ߾۰

ࠬࢷѰҟଜʯѰࢊଞ̀չࠪࡪձଯࡪଥߞଞЬࢇҚࡵ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇԂЕࢇࡪԻ
̐߭Ӂ̀չΟࡪձϼչЕі߭८ط؇߅۰Е߇ѹЬ
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON INTERNAL DISPLACEMENT
INTRODUCTION: SCOPE AND PURPOSE

1.
These Guiding Principles address the specific needs of internally displaced persons
worldwide. They identify rights and guarantees relevant to the protection of persons from
forced displacement and to their protection and assistance during displacement as well as
during return or resettlement and reintegration.
2.
For the purposes of these Principles, internally displaced persons are persons or
groups of persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of
habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict,
situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made
disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized state border.
3.
These Principles reflect and are consistent with international human rights law and
international humanitarian law. They provide guidance to:
(a)
The Representative of the Secretary-General on internally displaced
persons in carrying out his mandate;
(b)

States when faced with the phenomenon of internal displacement;

(c)
All other authorities, groups and persons in their relations with internally
displaced persons; and
(d)
Intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations when addressing
internal displacement.
4.

These Guiding Principles should be disseminated and applied as widely as possible.

SECTION I - GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Principle 1
1.
Internally displaced persons shall enjoy, in full equality, the same rights and
freedoms under international and domestic law as do other persons in their country. They
shall not be discriminated against in the enjoyment of any rights and freedoms on the ground
that they are internally displaced.
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ࢇ ࡕҚࡵ ઞ खЯଝ ۑ؆ࢉѦࢶ ˗ ࠪࣤإࢪࢷ  ࣤإଜࠆ ˲ࢿئ

ଜ߾۰ʎʎࢉࢂ߾ࢎॺیоଥࠒଯࡶए߉ЕЬ

ࡒ


ࢇ ࡕҚࡵ  ࢶئएࡢ߾ ۘ˗߷ࢇ ֻҘ к˲ खЯ ی ԆҚࢇ ࣱܹଥߞ

ଜˈ̐߭Ӂٙչଞ८ࡈࢶࢇ߷طѸ߭ߞଞЬࢇࡕҚࢂࣱܹɼ˗ѹ̐߭Ӂ
к˲खЯӖЕیԆҚࢂࢶئएࡢ߾ࠒଯࡶΗঙ۰Е߇ѹЬ


ࢇ ࡕҚࢇ ˲ࢿࢉ̀ࢉࢿ˲ ئѦ ئӖЕ ˲ΰ ئଜ߾۰ یԆҚ߾ʯ

࣯߭ऑ ̀չձ ࢿଞ ضˁ ࡵ ܘଜЕ ʨࡳԻ ଥ۱Ѹ߭۰Е ߇ ѹЬ ઞ ࢇ
ࡕҚࡵЬհ˲ɼ߾ָࡶࡁঐଜˈϼռ̀չձଥଜए߉ЕЬ

ࡒ


˲ɼ к˲ࡵ ˗ଟ̀ ΰ߾۰ ˲ΰࢇࢢ߾ʯ ࢉ ࠪؿѦࢶ एࡕࡶ ࢿ˓ଟ

ࢊ८ࢶࢂࡶࢎॺࠪהएФЬ


˲ΰࢇࢢ˲ ࡵɼ к˲߾ ࢉ ࠪؿѦࢶ एࡕࡶ ࡁঐଜˈ ࢇձ ؇ࡶ ̀չɼ

Ь˲ΰࢇࢢࢇࢇԜଞࡁঐࡳԻࢉଥଥ؇ʠΟঈأ؇߅۰Е߇ѹЬ

ࡒ


ࢇࡕҚࡵࢉࣗଔٕۛˬࣗ߭߯ط۽ΟݦϙࢽࢶӖЕ̛ʺଥ˲ࢶ

ࢶ࣐ӖЕیୣࢶষࢇࢶئݦΟیୣࢶएࡢΟࢇࢠߕࢢۏষۢӖЕ̛ݢٸଞ
ࣱ̛ҟ̐߭Ӂࣗզࢂ८ࡈࢶࢇ߷طѸ߭ߞଞЬ


߭ջࢇ ̐ ࣸ߾۰Ѧ ઞ Ѱ؆ ߅Ѱ ষߔ ࡶۏҁ ࢎٕ ߭ջ ϕձ Ѱ؆ଞ

ࠆ ۽ࠆ ۽ɼࢠ ࢠߕࢉ  Ϡࢉ˕ ʋࡵ ઞࢽଞ ˲ΰࢇࢢ̐ ࡵҚࢂ ۘଢ଼߾ ࡁ˱ѸЕ
ؿएࡕ̐չˈ̐ҚࢂઞطଞଗࡁձˈԮଞоࡉձ؇ࡶ̀չձٕࠆ؇߅ߞଞЬ
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2.
These Principles are without prejudice to individual criminal responsibility under
international law, in particular relating to genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes.

Principle 2
1.
These Principles shall be observed by all authorities, groups and persons irrespective
of their legal status and applied without any adverse distinction. The observance of these
Principles shall not affect the legal status of any authorities, groups or persons involved.
2.
These Principles shall not be interpreted as restricting, modifying or impairing the
provisions of any international human rights or international humanitarian law instrument or
rights granted to persons under domestic law. In particular, these Principles are without
prejudice to the right to seek and enjoy asylum in other countries.

Principle 3
1.
National authorities have the primary duty and responsibility to provide protection
and humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons within their jurisdiction.
2.
Internally displaced persons have the right to request and to receive protection and
humanitarian assistance from these authorities. They shall not be persecuted or punished for
making such a request.

Principle 4
1.
These Principles shall be applied without discrimination of any kind, such as race,
color, sex, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social
origin, legal or social status, age, disability, property, birth, or on any other similar criteria.
2.
Certain internally displaced persons, such as children, especially unaccompanied
minors, expectant mothers, mothers with young children, female heads of household, persons
with disabilities and elderly persons, shall be entitled to protection and assistance required by
their condition and to treatment which takes into account their special needs.
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ࡒ


ֻҘ к˲˕ ˲ࢿ ˗˃Е یԆҚࢂ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ձ টԎଟ ܹ Е ۘଢ଼ࡶ
ࠖ؏ଜˈ؏एଜ̛ࡢଥֻҘۘଢ଼߾۰ࢉ̀ࢉ˕ئѦࡶئ૦ଡଞ˲ࢿئଜࢂ̐Қࢂ
ࢂהձࣱܹଜˈ࣑ࣸଥߞଞЬ


ࡒ




ֻҘیԆࡵ̐ҚࢂˈଯࢇΟ࣯ۘएԻٕਫ਼ࢎࢂԻࢇࢢࢇ࣯ѸЕʨࡳԻٕਫ਼

ؿ؇ࡶ̀չձɼऑЬ




̖एѸЕࢎࢂࢇࢢࢇ࣯߾ЕЬࡸ˕ʋࡵˁࡉɼ૦ଡѹЬ



D

ࢉࣗʸչࢽॺࢉࣗঐܕӖЕଔଥࢉ˱ࢂࢶࣗࢉࢶˬࣗࢶ࣐
˱Ͱ ࡶ۽Е ʨࡶּࢶࡳԻଜʠΟ ̐Ԝଞ ʼ˕ձ টԎଜЕ ࡪی
˗ଭ߾̛؆ଞࢇࢢࢇ࣯



E

ࠉՔѹ ɾࢉࢂ ߇ࢷࢇΟ ̝ࡁଞ ˳ࡪࢇ ࢶیɼ ࢸݨ ଗࡁଞ
ˁࡉձࢿ࠹ଞהԯٗࢪۘଢ଼



F

Ψҗଟփଞ ফࡉ۴ࢶ ˓˓ ࢇ࢈ࡳԻ ࢽкѸए ߉Е оֻ̍ ʎ؈
Իࣀઝࢂˁࡉ



G

ଔଥ ࢉ˱ࢂ ߇ࢷ˕ ʢʈࡶ ࡢଥ оଔɼ ଗࡁଞ ˁࡉձ ࢿ࠹ଞ
ࢢࢂˁࡉ̐չˈ



H

खЯঈܹأЯࡳԻࢇࡈѹࢇࢢࢇ࣯





ࢇࢢࢇ࣯Еۘଢ଼߾ҬԂࡁ˱ѸЕʨؿЬш̟ʯएܖѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ



ࡒ




یԆҚࢂ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ɼ ࡁ˱ѸЕ ʼࢽࡶ ΰչ̛ ࢷ߾ ˗˃ к˲ࡵ ࢷࢶࡳԻ

ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ձ ؏एଜ̛ ࡢଥ ୃݨɼМଞ ֻҘ о߇ࡶ ʦੵଥߞ ଞЬ о߇ࢇ ߷ࡶ
ˁࡉ߾Е ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ࠪ ̐߾ Ҭհ ߆ࠒଯࡶ ফܕଜ̛ ࡢଥ ֻҘ ܹЯࢇ ѰࡕѸ߭ߞ
ଞЬ
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SECTION II - PRINCIPLES RELATING TO PROTECTION FROM
DISPLACEMENT
Principle 5
All authorities and international actors shall respect and ensure respect for their
obligations under international law, including human rights and humanitarian law, in all
circumstances, so as to prevent and avoid conditions that might lead to displacement of
persons.

Principle 6
1.
Every human being shall have the right to be protected against being arbitrarily
displaced from his or her home or place of habitual residence.
2.

3.

The prohibition of arbitrary displacement includes displacement:
(a)

When it is based on policies of apartheid, ethnic cleansing or similar
practices aimed at/or resulting in altering the ethnic, religious or racial
composition of the affected population;

(b)

In situations of armed conflict, unless the security of the civilians
involved or imperative military reasons so demand;

(c)

In cases of large-scale development projects, which are not justified by
compelling and overriding public interests;

(d)

In cases of disasters, unless the safety and health of those affected
requires their evacuation; and

(e)

When it is used as a collective punishment.

Displacement shall last no longer than required by the circumstances.

Principle 7
1.
Prior to any decision requiring the displacement of persons, the authorities
concerned shall ensure that all feasible alternatives are explored in order to avoid
displacement altogether. Where no alternatives exist, all measures shall be taken to
minimise displacement and its adverse effects.
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ࢇԜଞ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ձ ९ܹଜЕ к˲ࡵ ɼࢠ  ୃݨɼМଞ ۴߾۰ ࢇࢢҚ߾ʯ

ࢶࢸଞ ܺܕɼ ࢿ˓Ѹˈ ࢇԜଞ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ɼ ߇ࢷ ࠒߦ ؿʢ  ࢇۢࡢ փ࣐ݛԜࡋ
࣏ʢ߾۰ࢇՔ߭एˈଞɼ࣐ࢂ˱ࡕ۽Қࢇହ߭एए߉ѦԼଥߞଞЬ



ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ɼהԯٗࢪࢢࢂݤۘٸɼ߅Фۘଢ଼߾۰ࢊ߭ΟЕˁࡉЬࡸ˕

ʋࡵیତҚࢇࢠؿѸ߭ߞଞЬ

D

ࢇࢢࢇ࣯࣏ձएݤଜ̛ࡢଥ۰ЕࡳࢶئԻ̀ଞࡶٕࠆ؇ࡵ˲ɼ
к˲ࢇ˱ࢶࢉʼࢽࡶΰԮߞଞЬ


E

ࢇࢢࢇ࣯Ѻ یԆҚ߾ʯ ̐Қࢂ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ࢂ ࢇࡪࠪ ࢸ८ ̐չˈ
ଥкѸЕ ˁࡉ ؑࢢ  ۘؿ߾ оଞ ֻҘ ࢽؿձ ࢿ˓ଟ ܹ Е
ࢶࢸଞ࣏ɼࢇՔ߭ࣇߞଞЬ


F

ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ѺкࡪࢂیՀˈࢽ߾ؿɽଞѰࢂձ˱ଥߞଞЬ

G

˗˃ к˲ࡵ ઞ ࠆ ࡶ۽૦ଡଞ ଔଥ ࢉ˱ɼ ࢉقҚࢂ ࢢؑձ


˃ଜˈ˗չଜЕіॳࠆଜѦԼϠԯଥߞଞЬ

H

ଗࡁଞ ˁࡉ߾Е ˗ଟ  ئیк˲ࢇ ئթ खଭ ࣏ձ ࢇଭଥߞ ଞЬ
̐չˈ


I

ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ʼࢽ߾оଞࢶࢸଞئیк˲ࢂʦੵձ૦ଡଜࠆ୪˕ࢶࢉ
˱ࢿࢸ८߾оଞ̀չɼ࣑ࣸѸ߭ߞଞЬ



ࡒ

ࢇࢢࢇ࣯Е ଔଥ ࢉ˱ࢂ ࣑ۢ̀ ࣑ߵ ࡶࢷ߇  ࡪ ۽ଥଜЕ ؏ࡳݥԻ
ݨଭѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ


ࡒ

˲ɼЕੵ९ܹܕखЯࠒۿϨּ̐Қࢂࡪܕए߾оଞઞطଞ
ࢂ࣑˕ߕ९ࡶɼएˈЕ̛खЯࡶࢇࢢࢇ࣯Իٕਫ਼ؿଟઞࢽଞࢂהձएФЬ
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2.
The authorities undertaking such displacement shall ensure, to the greatest
practicable extent, that proper accommodation is provided to the displaced persons, that
such displacements are effected in satisfactory conditions of safety, nutrition, health and
hygiene, and that members of the same family are not separated.
3.
If displacement occurs in situations other than during the emergency stages of
armed conflicts and disasters, the following guarantees shall be complied with:
(a)

A specific decision shall be taken by a State authority empowered by
law to order such measures;

(b)

Adequate measures shall be taken to guarantee to those to be displaced
full information on the reasons and procedures for their displacement
and, where applicable, on compensation and relocation;

(c)

The free and informed consent of those to be displaced shall be sought;

(d)

The authorities concerned shall endeavor to involve those affected,
particularly women, in the planning and management of their relocation;

(e)

Law enforcement measures, where required, shall be carried out by
competent legal authorities; and

(f)

The right to an effective remedy, including the review of such decisions
by appropriate judicial authorities, shall be respected.

Principle 8
Displacement shall not be carried out in a manner that violates the rights to life,
dignity, liberty and security of those affected.

Principle 9
States are under a particular obligation to protect against the displacement of
indigenous peoples, minorities, peasants, pastoralists and other groups with a special
dependency on and attachment to their lands.
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ֻҘیԆࡵࡳئԻؿ؇߅ߞଜЕˈࡪଞ࣑ۢ̀ࡶɼऑЬ̐ϼ˱ѦࢎࢂԻ
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ߔ۰̛ܽଞ̐߭ҿଞଭࡢձإଜ̛ࡢଞࡢ˕۴Ѱࡵ̖एѹЬ
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˓ʸࢇΟ Ьհ ૧ԯ ଭࡢЕ ֻҘ ۘଢ଼߾۰ ̖एѹЬ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ࡵઞ Ьࡸ˕ ʋࡵ
ۘଢ଼ࡳԻٕਫ਼ؿѸ߭ߞଞЬ
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ऐࢻ˓ʸࢇΟה८˓طʸӖЕɾࢉ߾оଞ˓ʸࢇରࡈѸЕ˱ࠇ
ۢࡶ۽૦ଡଞ̛૧ԯଭࡢ
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ࢷઆࢂଞ؏ࡳݥԻ۰ࢂ̛߅

F

˓ʸࡳԻٕਫ਼ ˳ּ یձ ؏߭ଜʠΟ ӖЕ ˳࣏ ߭؏ ࡶࢷ یԯ



؏ଥଜ̛ࡢଞּࢶࡳԻ˲ΰࢇࢢࡈࢇࡶ
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˲ΰࢇࢢ৪Οࢽ९ড߾оଞ˓ʸ̐չˈ
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оࢉएՇࢂࡈی
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ֻҘیԆࡵ࣑ߵݦ˕۽ࢶࢽࢶݦչࢶˈʼ߾۽оଞ̀չձएФЬ





˲ΰࢇࢢ̐ ࡵҚࢂ ࡪࢂ ࢿߟ ࠆٕࠪ ۘ˗߷ࢇ ઞ Ьࡸ˕ ʋࡵ

یତҚԻٕਫ਼ؿ؇߅ߞଞЬ
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SECTION III - PRINCIPLES RELATING TO PROTECTION DURING
DISPLACEMENT
Principle 10
1.
Every human being has the inherent right to life which shall be protected by law.
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his or her life. Internally displaced persons shall be
protected in particular against:
(a)

Genocide;

(b)

Murder;

(c)

Summary or arbitrary executions; and

(d)

Enforced disappearances, including abduction or unacknowledged
detention, threatening or resulting in death.

Threats and incitement to commit any of the foregoing acts shall be prohibited.
2.
Attacks or other acts of violence against internally displaced persons who do not or
no longer participate in hostilities are prohibited in all circumstances. Internally displaced
persons shall be protected, in particular, against:
(a)

Direct or indiscriminate attacks or other acts of violence, including the
creation of areas wherein attacks on civilians are permitted;

(b)

Starvation as a method of combat;

(c)

Their use to shield military objectives from attack or to shield, favor or
impede military operations;

(d)

Attacks against their camps or settlements; and

(e)

The use of anti-personnel landmines.

Principle 11
1.
Every human being has the right to dignity and physical, mental and moral
integrity.
2.
Internally displaced persons, whether or not their liberty has been restricted, shall be
protected in particular against:
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ʈɾ ݦ ࢊٕࢂ ࢸЯ ˈࢉ חଜˈ ࢉٸɾࢶࢇʠΟ ֵֻࢶࢉ
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˱̖ࢂоۘࢇѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ
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ˁࡉࢇЕۘଢ଼߾ҬԂଗࡁଞ̛ɾؿЬш̟ʯएܖѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ




˲ΰࢇࢢ࣯ࢇࢢࢇࡵԻࢉଞ८ࢶط૦ࠪ˱̖ࡳԻٕਫ਼ؿ؇߅ߞଞЬ





߭Ӂˁࡉ߾Ѧ˲ΰࢇࢢࢉࢇओԻ࢝ୁ۰Е߇ѹЬ



ࡒ




߭ҿଞ ۘଢ଼߾۰Ѧ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ѹ ߅Ѱࢇ घखѸʠΟ ˬࢷ߾ ॳࠆଜѦԼ

ࡁ˱؇ʠΟରɼѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ




˲ΰࢇࢢ࣯ࢇࢢࢇ ࡵԻ ࢉଥ ̐ ߭Ӂ ˳оΟ ࢠהЯԻ घखѸЕ ८ࢶط

˗ଭࡳԻٕਫ਼ ؿ؇߅ߞ ଞЬ ઞ ܻࡻࡶ ʈࡁଜʠΟ घख ٙࡻࡶ ঈأଜЕ
ࢉଜʠΟࢉٸѦࢶʠΟֵֻࢶࢉ˗ଭҚࡵֻҘۘଢ଼߾۰̖एѹЬ


ࡒ




ֻҘ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇࡵѰࢂࡪࠪࢂࢉقʠ࣯एձ۴ଟࡪ߾оଞ̀չձ

ɼऑЬ
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(a)

Rape, mutilation, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment, and other outrages upon personal dignity, such as acts of
gender-specific violence, forced prostitution and any form of indecent
assault;

(b)

Slavery or any contemporary form of slavery, such as sale into marriage,
sexual exploitation, or forced labor of children; and

(c)

Acts of violence intended to spread terror among internally displaced
persons.

Threats and incitement to commit any of the foregoing acts shall be prohibited.

Principle 12
1.
Every human being has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be
subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.
2.
To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, they shall not be
interned in or confined to a camp. If in exceptional circumstances such internment or
confinement is absolutely necessary, it shall not last longer than required by the
circumstances.
3.
Internally displaced persons shall be protected from discriminatory arrest and
detention as a result of their displacement.
4.

In no case shall internally displaced persons be taken hostage.

Principle 13
1.
In no circumstances shall displaced children be recruited nor be required or
permitted to take part in hostilities.
2.
Internally displaced persons shall be protected against discriminatory practices of
recruitment into any armed forces or groups as a result of their displacement. In particular any
cruel, inhuman or degrading practices that compel compliance or punish non-compliance with
recruitment are prohibited in all circumstances.

Principle 14
1.
Every internally displaced person has the right to liberty of movement and freedom
to choose his or her residence.
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ઞ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ࡵ৪Ο ̛ ࢽ९ए ߇વࡳԻ ࡪՀʯ ࢇѰଟ ̀չձ

ɼऑЬ


ࡒ


˲ΰࢇࢢࡵЬࡸ˕ʋࡵ̀չձɼऑЬ


D

˲ΰࢂЬհएࠇ߾۰߇ࢷࡶ˱ଟ̀չ

E

ˈ˲ࡶҿΤ̀չ

F

˲߾ָࡶࡁঐଟ̀չ̐չˈ

G

̐Қࢂָۢ߇ࢷࡪӖЕʢʈࢇࡢଵ߾ঈଟܹЕ˒ࡳԻ







ʈࢿܞѸʠΟࢢࢽ९ѸЕʨࡳԻٕਫ਼ؿ؇ࡶ̀չ


ࡒ




ֻҘ˲ΰࢇࢢࣗݨࡵѹউҚࢂࣰࡸ˕ଭ؏ࡶߊ̀չձɼऑЬ





˗˃ к˲ࡵ ˈؿ ࣗݨѹ ˲ΰࢇࢢ ˕ࡸࣰ ࢂଭ؏ࡶ ָ̍ଜѦԼ Ϡԯଥߞ

ଜˈ ଥк ߶ࠆ˗ ߾הଜЕ ˗ ˲ࢿ̛˱Қ˕ ԯଥߞ ଞЬ ࢇҚࡵ ɼࢠ ɼ̧ࡋ
উ߾ʯ࣏یऑଭۘଢ଼ࡶߊչˈֻҘʼ˕ձएଥߞଞЬ




˗˃ к˲ࡵ ˈࢉࢂ ࡪଥձ ܹ  ݡࢉଜˈ ࡪଥࢂ ߟੌࢇΟ ࡶܘ

؏एଜˈࡪଥձɼࢠɼ̧ࡋউ߾ʯѪԮ࣯ʠΟࢽࣸঈչଜѦԼϠԯଥߞଞЬ




˲ΰࢇࢢࢂएЕֻҘۘଢ଼߾۰ؿѸˈ࣑ࣸѸ߭ߞଞЬ˲ΰࢇࢢࡵ

یଞউࢂए߾ࢻ̒ଟ̀չձɼऑЬ


ࡒ




ֻҘیԆࡵ̐Қࢂɼࢽۢ߾оଞ̀չձɼऑЬ





˲ΰࢇࢢ ࢂଥк ̀չձ ࢇଭଜ̛ ࡢଥ۰ ଡ͉ զଜ̛ձ ࡕଜЕ ɼ࣐

˱̐ࡵࡕ۽ԥʯଟܹѦԼରࡈѸ߭ߞଞЬ
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2.
In particular, internally displaced persons have the right to move freely in and out
of camps or other settlements.

Principle 15
Internally displaced persons have:
(a)

The right to seek safety in another part of the country;

(b)

The right to leave their country;

(c)

The right to seek asylum in another country; and

(d)

The right to be protected against forcible return to or resettlement in any
place where their life, safety, liberty and/or health would be at risk.

Principle 16
1.
All internally displaced persons have the right to know the fate and whereabouts
of missing relatives.
2.
The authorities concerned shall endeavor to establish the fate and whereabouts of
internally displaced persons reported missing, and cooperate with relevant international
organizations engaged in this task. They shall inform the next of kin on the progress of the
investigation and notify them of any result.
3.
The authorities concerned shall endeavor to collect and identify the mortal remains
of those deceased, prevent their despoliation or mutilation, and facilitate the return of those
remains to the next of kin or dispose of them respectfully.
4.
Grave sites of internally displaced persons should be protected and respected in all
circumstances. Internally displaced persons should have the right of access to the grave sites
of their deceased relatives.

Principle 17
1.

Every human being has the right to respect of his or her family life.

2.
To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, family members who
wish to remain together shall be allowed to do so.
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ࢇࢢࢇ࣯Իହ߭एʯѹɼ࣐ҚࡵɼМଞچչࢢʼଢѸ߭ߞଞЬઞٗչѹ

ɼ࣐˱߭߾ࡕ۽ջࢇɼ૦ଡѸ߭Еˁࡉ߾ЕࢇԜଞɼ࣐Қࢇшܖݦࢢʼଢଟܹ
ѦԼ ֻҘ ࢶࢸଞ ࣏ձ ীଥߞ ଞЬ ॺࢎ к˲ࡵ ɼ࣐ ˱ࡁ ࢇࡕ۽ঐଞ ࣏یɼ
ࡈࢇଜʯ ࢇՔ߭ओ ܹ ѦԼ ଜˈ ɼ࣐ ࢢʼଢ ߶ࠆ˗ ߾הଜЕ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ ̛˗ࢂ
ѰࡶࢠԮଜˈࢇҚ˕ԯଥߞଞЬ




৪߾۰ࢂ ߮զΟ ˱̖ࡳԻ ʎࢉࢂ ࡪ߾ ࢿଞࢇ Е ˲ΰࢇࢢ ɼ࣐ࢂ

˱ࡵࡕ۽ଡ͉զଟ̀չձɼऑЬ


ࡒ




ֻҘ˲ΰࢇࢢࢸࢶࡵଞࣱܹۢࡶϼռ̀չձɼऑЬ





ۘଢ଼߾ ˗˃߷ࢇ ̐չˈ ८˗ ࢇ߷ طଟ к˲ࡵ ফܕଞ ˲ΰࢇࢢ߾ʯ Ьࡸ

یତࡶࢿ˓ଜˈࢇҚࢇ߇ࢷଜʯࢇࡈଟܹѦԼࢠؿଥߞଞЬ


D

ଗܹݥԛ˕ܹݥ

E

̛݊قਫ਼࣯ࠪʠ

F

ࢶࢸଞࢂ̐ـչˈ

G

ଗܹࢂՎ۰ۢࡢࣸ˓ࠪݛٸ











ࢇԜଞ ̛י قձ ˃ଜˈ ̗ؑଜЕ і ߭ ࠆ۽Қࢇ ࠟࢷ ॳࠆଟ ܹ

ѦԼઞطଞϠԯࡶ̛ࡌࠆߞଞЬ


ࡒ




ٕۘࡶ ˈ ػҘ ֻҘ ˲ΰࢇࢢߕࢠ ˕ձ ɼऑ ֻҘ ˲ΰࢇࢢࢂ ࡵՎࢶ

ࡪیձ ࢿ࠹ଞ ̐ ߭ҿଞ ˱ ࢇ߷ طফоԻ ݨଭ ɼМଞ ۴߾۰ एࠉࡶ ফܕଜࠆ
ଗࡁଞ Վࠪ ˗չձ ؇߅ߞଞЬ ଗࡁଞ ˁࡉ ˲ΰࢇࢢݪ ࡵչࢶ یୣࢶ ۰ݛٸձ
ࢇࡈଟܹ߭ߞଞЬ




ࠆࢂ ۽Վऑ˕ ۢؿ ݥʢ ۰ ࢶ۽  ݛٸଝоࠪ ̛ ଝо ଔଥձ ࡢଞ

ࢶࢸଞۘжҟࢂ۰߾ݛٸоଞࢻ̒ࡶ۽૦ଡଜࠆࠆؿࢂ۽ʢଗࡁ߾ઞطଞ˗ࡶݪ
̛ࡌࠆߞଞЬ




߾ࢇइձ ૦ଡଞ ࢷࠍ˲ ࢇػΰࢇࢢ ߾ࢇی एЕ ʨࡶ ࠖ؏ଜ̛ ࡢଥ

ઞطଞ࣯ࢂձ̛ࡌࠆߞଞЬ
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3.
Families which are separated by displacement should be reunited as quickly as
possible. All appropriate steps shall be taken to expedite the reunion of such families,
particularly when children are involved. The responsible authorities shall facilitate inquiries
made by family members and encourage and cooperate with the work of humanitarian
organizations engaged in the task of family reunification.
4.
Members of internally displaced families whose personal liberty has been restricted
by internment or confinement in camps shall have the right to remain together.

Principle 18
1.

All internally displaced persons have the right to an adequate standard of living.

2.
At the minimum, regardless of the circumstances, and without discrimination,
competent authorities shall provide internally displaced persons with and ensure safe access
to:
(a)

Essential food and potable water;

(b)

Basic shelter and housing;

(c)

Appropriate clothing; and

(d)

Essential medical services and sanitation.

3.
Special efforts should be made to ensure the full participation of women in the
planning and distribution of these basic supplies.

Principle 19
1.
All wounded and sick internally displaced persons as well as those with disabilities
shall receive to the fullest extent practicable and with the least possible delay, the medical care
and attention they require, without distinction on any grounds other than medical ones. When
necessary, internally displaced persons shall have access to psychological and social services.
2.
Special attention should be paid to the health needs of women, including access to
female health care providers and services, such as reproductive health care, as well as
appropriate counseling for victims of sexual and other abuses.
3.
Special attention should also be given to the prevention of contagious and infectious
diseases, including AIDS, among internally displaced persons.
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ࡒ


ֻҘیԆࡵ߭ҡ۰ΟѰࢊଜʯࡳࢶئԻؿ؇߅ߞଞЬ



˲ΰࢇࢢ ࢂଥк ̀չձ ࢇଭଜ̛ ࡢଥ ˗˃ к˲ࡵ ࠆ̀ ʎࢉ ח ࡕݦ۰

ষۢऎָ۰ʼऎָ۰ࠪʋࢇ̀ࢶئչձϼչˈଭیଜЕіଗࡁଞֻҘח۰ձ
؈ଭଥߞଞЬઞଥкк˲ࡵ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ؈̗ଜԮЕח۰Ο̛ଗࡁଞח۰ձ
ীҗଜ̛ࡢଥ࣯ۘएԻѪ߅ɼ̛ձࡁ˱ଜЕҟٙଢչଞ࣏ʢࡶٕ˕ଜए߉ˈۚԻࡋ
ח۰ձ؈ଭଜʠΟࢇࢢࢇ࣯Ѱ߇ࢍ߭؟ջח۰ˬձࡈࢇଜʯଥߞଞЬ


ࠆ ˕۽Χࢇ ࡵ۽Ԝଞ ଗࡁ ח۰ձ ীҗଟ Ѱࢊଞ ̀չձ ɼएֲ ࢂࢉق

ࢇղࡳԻଥкח۰ձ؈̗؇ࡶ̀չձɼऑЬ

ࡒ


̐ϼ˱ѦࢎࢂԻࢢੌࡶיࡪܕ˕ۏкଥ۰Е߇ѹЬ



˲ΰࢇࢢֻ ࡵיࡪܕ ˕ۏࢢ ࢂҘ ۘଢ଼߾۰ ؿ؇߅ߞ ଜֲ ઞ Ьࡸ˕

ʋࡵଭࡢԻٕਫ਼ؿ؇߅ߞଞЬ



D

ߟੌ

E

ऐࢻࢶࢇʠΟה८˓ࢉࢶطʸࡵЬհ૧ԯଭࡢ

F

˳ࢇࢷیΟּձ؏߭ଜ̛ࡢଞּࢶ

G

ࢂـؿоۘࡳԻࢇࡈ̐չˈ

H

खЯঈࢂأԻળˤଜʠΟࢷࡈ

˲ΰࢇࢢ ࢇѿˈ ɾ ࢢ ࡵיࡪܕ ˕ۏળˤ ࢎࢂ  ٙࡪࢺ ࡈࢷ ئΟ

ࡈیѸए߉ѦԼؿѸ߭ߞଞЬ

ࡒ


৪ ʠ࣯ ࠆٕ߾ ۘ˗߷ࢇ ˲ΰࢇࢢ࣯ࢇࢢࢇ ࡵԻ ࢉଥ Ьࡸࢂ ̀չձ

ϼչЕі߭८ط؇ए߉߅ߞଞЬ
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Principle 20
1.
law.

Every human being has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before the

2.
To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, the authorities
concerned shall issue to them all documents necessary for the enjoyment and exercise of their
legal rights, such as passports, personal identification documents, birth certificates and
marriage certificates. In particular, the authorities shall facilitate the issuance of new
documents or the replacement of documents lost in the course of displacement, without
imposing unreasonable conditions, such as requiring the return to one˅ s area of habitual
residence in order to obtain these or other required documents.
3.
Women and men shall have equal rights to obtain such necessary documents and
shall have the right to have such documentation issued in their own names.

Principle 21
1.

No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of property and possessions.

2.
The property and possessions of internally displaced persons shall in all
circumstances be protected, in particular, against the following acts:
(a)

Pillage;

(b)

Direct or indiscriminate attacks or other acts of violence;

(c)

Being used to shield military operations or objectives;

(d)

Being made the object of reprisal; and

(e)

Being destroyed or appropriated as a form of collective
punishment.

3.
Property and possessions left behind by internally displaced persons should be
protected against destruction and arbitrary and illegal appropriation, occupation or use.

Principle 22
1.
Internally displaced persons, whether or not they are living in camps, shall not be
discriminated against as a result of their displacement in the enjoyment of the following
rights:
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D

ۢɽߦˬࣗݪΟݦϙࢂʺࡪࢂୃձɼओ̀չ

E

ࡪՀʯˈࡈ̛ୣձ˱ଜˈˁࢿѰ߾ॳࠆଟ̀չ

F

एࠇیୣࡪ߾ࢿחՀʯ˗ࠆଜˈѰҟଜʯॳࠆଟ̀չ

G

આଜˈ ࢽٕ ࠆॳ ߾ࢿח ˓˓ ଟ ̀չ ࢇ߾Е ଥк ̀չձ
ଭیଜЕіଗࡁଞܹЯ߾ࢻ̒ଟ̀չɼ૦ଡѻ̐չˈ

H

˲ΰࢇࢢࢇࢇଥଟܹЕ߯߭Իࢂܕیଟ̀չ

ࡒ


ֻҘیԆࡵˬࡶ؇ࡶ̀չձɼऑЬ



˲ΰࢇࢢ ࢂଥк ̀չձ ࢇଭଜ̛ ࡢଥ۰ ˗˃ к˲ࡵ ઞ ࢇࢢࢇ࣯ѹ

߅Ѱ˕ʋࡵ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇটҟଝˬࣱܹࢂהՎࢂࡶˬה؇ࡶܹѦԼଥߞଞЬ
ˬࡶࢿ˓ଡ߾߭̐Қࢂחࢶࢽˬࣗ߭߯۽ձ࣑ࣸଥߞଞЬ


ࠆܕ ˕۽ϕҚࢇ ˬ Ի̐Ԓ߾ ࠟࢷ Ѱҟଜʯ ॳࠆଟ ܹ ѦԼ ઞطଞ

Ϡԯࡶ̛ࡌࠆߞଞЬ


ઞঐܕϗ˕ࠆࡶ۽૦ଡଞ˲ΰࢇࢢࢇ৪ʠ࣯ࠆٕࠪۘ˗߷ࢇࠆʢࢇ

ରԃଜЕоԻˬ˕ୱݤ۶ࡶࢇࡈଟܹѦԼփҚ߭ߞଞЬ

ࢼ+8ْĚࢆѣࢳऌࡒ˔ԭࡒ
ࡒ


ֻҘࢉѦࢶएࡕࡵࢉѦ˓˕۽ૡࡕࢂ۽߾ҬԂ८ࢇࢇ߷طଭѸ߭ߞଞЬ



˲ΰࢇࢢ ߾оଞ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕࡵ ઞ ࢽࢶࢇΟ ˳ࡪࢇ ࢶیԻ

ࢷࡈѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ
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(a)

The rights to freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, opinion
and expression;

(b)

The right to seek freely opportunities for employment and to participate in
economic activities;

(c)

The right to associate freely and participate equally in community affairs;

(d)

The right to vote and to participate in governmental and public affairs,
including the right to have access to the means necessary to exercise this
right; and

(e)

The right to communicate in a language they understand.

Principle 23
1.

Every human being has the right to education.

2.
To give effect to this right for internally displaced persons, the authorities
concerned shall ensure that such persons, in particular displaced children, receive education
which shall be free and compulsory at the primary level. Education should respect their
cultural identity, language and religion.
3.
Special efforts should be made to ensure the full and equal participation of women
and girls in educational programmes.
4.
Education and training facilities shall be made available to internally displaced
persons, in particular adolescents and women, whether or not living in camps, as soon as
conditions permit.

SECTION IV - PRINCIPLES RELATING TO HUMANITARIAN
ASSISTANCE
Principle 24
1.
All humanitarian assistance shall be carried out in accordance with the principles of
humanity and impartiality and without discrimination.
2.
Humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons shall not be diverted, in
particular for political or military reasons.
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˲ΰࢇࢢࢉ߾Ѧࢶएࡕࡶࢿ˓ଟࢊ८ࢶࢂ˲ࡵࢎॺࠪהɼк˲߾Ь



˲ࢿࢉѦࢶएࡕ̛˗ࢶ̛ଢଞ˗˃Е˲ΰࢇࢢࡶएࡕଜ̛ࡢଥ

̐Қࢂ۰ݛٸձࢿ˓ଟ̀չձɼऑЬࢇԜଞ۰ࢶࡉٸࡵ˓ࢿݛٸଭࡢΟ˲ɼࢂ
ΰࢽɾࡳۺԻɾ࣯ଜࠆ۰Е߇Ѹֲ۴ࢂԻɾ࣯ଜࠆߞଞЬઞ˗˃к˲ࢇଗࡁଞ
ࢉѦࢶ एࡕࡶ ࢿ˓ଟ ܹ ߷ʠΟ ࢿ˓ଜ̟ ࡕ ߉ࡶ ˁࡉ ߔ߾ ̗߯ѹ ۰߾˓ࢿ ݛٸ
оଞѰࢂЕࢎࢂԻؿզѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ


ֻҘ ˗˃ к˲ࡵ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕࢂ ࡪ ଭࡶ ࢉݣଜˈ ࢇձ ࡈࢇଜʯ ଥߞ

ଜֲ ࢇԜଞ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ ࢿ˓߾ ࣗیଜЕ یԆҚࢇ ˲ΰࢇࢢܖݦ ߾ଜˈ ؏ଥ߷ࢇ
ࢻ̒ଟܹѦԼରɼଥߞଞЬ

ࡒ
ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ߾ ࣗیଜЕ یԆҚ˕ ̐Қࢂ ˬ י Е ࣑ࣸѸˈ
ؿ؇߅ߞଞЬࢇҚࡵ˓ʸࢇΟ̛૧ԯଭࡢࢂоۘࢇѸ߭۰Е߇ѹЬ

ࡒ


˲ࢿࢉѦࢶएࡕ̛˗˕̛ࢶଢଞ˗˃ɼएࡕࡶࢿ˓ଟҶ˲ΰࢇࢢࢂ

 ؿଗࡁࠪ ࢉ̀ࡶ ઞ ˈԮଥߞ ଜֲ ࢇ߾ ˗ଥ ࢶࢸଞ ࣏ձ ীଥߞ ଞЬ ̐ԥʯ
ଜЕ і ߭ ଥк ̛˗Қ˕ ˗˃Қࢇ ˗ ˲ࢿࣱ̛˕ ଭѰʈԶࡶ ࣱܹଜѦԼ ଥߞ
ଞЬ

2.

ࡢ ତࡵ ˲ɼɼ ࢿ˓ଜЕ ۰ݛٸձ ࢷбଜʠΟ ˲ɼࢂ ࡁঐࡳԻ ۰ݛٸձ

ࢷбଜЕהࢎࢂࢶּؿձɼऑ˲ࢿ̛˗ࢂࠒ߾ࢎॺؿଯࡶΗए߉ЕЬ

ࢼ8ْĚ̃ୗ࢟ࢺ६࢟ଟ˔ԭࡒ
ࡒ


˗ଟ к˲ࡵ ˲ΰࢇࢢࢷ߇ ࢇଜˈ ࣑ߵ ࡶ۽ɼएˈ ؈ࢶࡳԻ ̐Қࢂ

ˈଯࢇΟ ࣯ۘएԻ ̆ଜʠΟ  ࢂ˲قЬհ एࠇ߾ ؈ࢶࡳԻ ࢢࢽ९ଟ ܹ Е
ࠆʢࡶ ࣏۽ଜˈ ̐ ܹЯࡶ ࢿ˓ଟ ࢊ८ࢶ ࢂ ࡶࢎॺ ࠪהɼऑЬ ଥк к˲ࡵ
̆ଜʠΟࢢࢽ९ଞ˲ΰࢇࢢࢢࢂଢࢇࡈࢇଜѦԼϠԯଥߞଞЬ
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Principle 25
1.
The primary duty and responsibility for providing humanitarian assistance to
internally displaced persons lies with national authorities.
2.
International humanitarian organizations and other appropriate actors have the
right to offer their services in support of the internally displaced. Such an offer shall not be
regarded as an unfriendly act or an interference in a State˅ s internal affairs and shall be
considered in good faith. Consent thereto shall not be arbitrarily withheld, particularly when
authorities concerned are unable or unwilling to provide the required humanitarian
assistance.
3.
All authorities concerned shall grant and facilitate the free passage of humanitarian
assistance and grant persons engaged in the provision of such assistance rapid and unimpeded
access to the internally displaced.

Principle 26
Persons engaged in humanitarian assistance, their transports and supplies shall be
respected and protected. They shall not be the object of attack or other acts of violence.

Principle 27
1.
International humanitarian organizations and other appropriate actors when
providing assistance should give due regard to the protection needs and human rights of
internally displaced persons and take appropriate measures in this regard. In so doing, these
organizations and actors should respect relevant international standards and codes of conduct.
2.
The preceding paragraph is without prejudice to the protection responsibilities of
international organizations mandated for this purpose, whose services may be offered or
requested by States.

SECTION V - PRINCIPLES RELATING TO RETURN, RESETTLEMENT
AND REINTEGRATION
Principle 28
1.
Competent authorities have the primary duty and responsibility to establish
conditions, as well as provide the means, which allow internally displaced persons to return
voluntarily, in safety and with dignity, to their homes or places of habitual residence, or to
resettle voluntarily in another part of the country. Such authorities shall endeavor to facilitate
the reintegration of returned or resettled internally displaced persons.
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ࢿ9ٕ



˲ΰࢇࢢҚࢇ̐Қࢂ̆ӖЕࢢࢽ९ࢢଢࡶ˃̛ଜˈ˗չଜЕі

ࠟࢷॳࠆଟܹѦԼઞطଞϠԯࡶ̛ࡌࠆߞଞЬ

ࡒ


ˈଯࢇΟ ࣯ۘएԻ ̆ବʠΟ  ࢂ˲قЬհ एࠇ߾ ࢢࢽ९ଞ ˲ΰࢇࢢࡵ

ࢇࢢࢇ࣯Ի ࢉଥ ८ط؇߅۰Е ߇ ѹЬ ࢇҚࡵ ֻҘ Я˃߾۰ ˓˓ ࢷࠟ ߾ࢿח
ૡҟଜʯॳࠆଟ̀չࠪ˓˓۰߾ݛٸоଞૡҟଞࢻ̒̀ࡶɼऑЬ


˗ଟк˲ࡵ̆ӖЕࢢࢽ९ଞ˲ΰࢇࢢ࣯ࢇࢢࢇࢇкݤѿˈ࠱ʠΟ

ࡶיࡪܕ˕ۏࢢ̝ߐڎɼМଞ۴߾۰ѸॸࡶܹѦԼ˲ΰࢇࢢࡶएࡕଟࢂࠪה
ॺࢎࢇ Ь ࢇԜଞ ࢢ ࢂיࡪܕ ˕ۏୣܹɼ ٙɼМଞ ˁࡉ ˗ଟ к˲ࡵ ଥк
˲ΰࢇࢢࢸࢶ ࢇଞ ࢇۘؿΟ Ьհ ࢂ ࢽкଞ ؑۘࡶ ࢿ˓ଜʠΟ ࢇձ ߱ࡶ ܹ
ѦԼएࡕଥߞଞЬ

ࡒ
ֻҘ ˗˃ к˲ࡵ ˲ࢿ ࢉѦࢶ एࡕ ̛˗˕ ̛ ࢶଢଞ ˗˃Қࢇ ɽɽࢂ
ࢎהձݨଭଜЕі߭˲ΰࢇࢢ̆ࢇӖЕࢢࢽ९ࢢଢࢇݤҚࡶएࡕଟ
ܹѦԼܖݦଜˈ؏ଥ߷ࢇࢻ̒ଟܹѦԼରɼଜˈࢇձࡈࢇଜʯଥߞଞЬ
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2.
Special efforts should be made to ensure the full participation of internally displaced
persons in the planning and management of their return or resettlement and reintegration.

Principle 29
1.
Internally displaced persons who have returned to their homes or places of
habitual residence or who have resettled in another part of the country shall not be
discriminated against as a result of their having been displaced. They shall have the right to
participate fully and equally in public affairs at all levels and have equal access to public
services.
2.
Competent authorities have the duty and responsibility to assist returned and/or
resettled internally displaced persons to recover, to the extent possible, their property and
possessions which they left behind or were dispossessed of upon their displacement. When
recovery of such property and possessions is not possible, competent authorities shall
provide or assist these persons in obtaining appropriate compensation or another form of
just reparation.

Principle 30
All authorities concerned shall grant and facilitate for international humanitarian
organizations and other appropriate actors, in the exercise of their respective mandates,
rapid and unimpeded access to internally displaced persons to assist in their return or
resettlement and reintegration.
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